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Speeding is a common safety issue in many municipalities. Posting appropriate speed limits is
an important component of compliance and safety. The purpose of this LTAP Speed Limits
and Speed Management webinar is to give municipal officials and public works employees
the tools they need to identify speed issues, conduct appropriate speed limit studies,
determine appropriate and legally enforceable speed limits, install signs at the proper
locations, and determine and implement appropriate solutions to manage speed issues.
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Introduction: Presenter

Pat Wright, LTAP
Traffic Engineer

1-800-FOR-LTAP
pwright@pennoni.com

The webinar presenter is Patrick Wright, LTAP Traffic Engineer. Pat has 32 years of
experience, and has worked with LTAP since 2005.
Speed limit questions and speeding issues is one of the more common requests that Pat helps
municipalities with.
The photo is Pat playing ultimate frisbee on the beach in Sardinia, Italy. Pat is playing for
Team USA vs Finland in the 2018 World Championships.
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Introduction: Logistics

• Schedule
– Noon to 1 pm or so

• Questions—please
ask throughout the
webinar
• For more detailed
information, attend
the new LTAP class
on Speed Limits
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Introduction: Outline

1. Review Speeding
Issues
2. Discuss Speed
Limits and Studies
3. Examine Speed
Management
Resources

This webinar will:
1.
Review Speeding Issues
2.
Discuss Speed Limits and Studies
3.
Examine Speed Management Resources
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Introduction: LTAP Resources

LTAP has a website filled with resources on the local, state, and federal level.
You can register for classes—including the new Speed Limits Class--and request a tech assist
on the website.
LTAP publishes a quarterly newsletter and techs sheets.
These can be found on the LTAP Website.
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PART 1. SPEEDING ISSUES

SPEEDING ISSUES

We will discuss various speeding issues in this first Part of the webinar.
Common speeding issues
Speeding and Crashes
Speeding and Fatalities
Speeding and Pedestrians
Myths and Facts about Speeding
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Part 1: Speeding Issues

• Speeding on
neighborhood streets
• Speeding in sensitive
areas (schools, parks,
business districts)
• Speeding on rural
roads
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Speeding on
Neighborhood
Streets

Wide neighborhood streets encourage higher speeds, and often result in residents
complaining about speeds.
Streets that are 34-40 feet wide, with room for parking—but no cars actually park on the
road—look very wide and open. This affords drivers room and views to travel at higher
speeds.
On roads like this through neighborhoods, 85th percentile speeds approach 35 MPH, and 50%
percentile speeds at around 30 MPH.
This problem stems from the design standards in the SALDO.
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Speeding in
Sensitive
Areas
Speeding near sensitive areas, parks, playgrounds, school and downtown areas is another
common issue. School speed zones can be requested if the criteria are met (students walk to
school and the school abuts the roadway). PennDOT regulates and permits all school zones.
For other sensitive areas, warning signs are often used, which do not control the speed of
traffic.
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Speeding
on rural
roads
Speeding is the leading cited factor in crashes in PA (and the USA). Speeding on rural local
roads is cited in 30% of crashes. In fact, according to FHWA, speeding on local roads is cited
in more crashes than speeding on interstates!
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Part 1: Speeding Issues: Types of Speed Limits

Advisory Speeds
Statutory Speeds
Non-statutory
Speeds

There are three basic types of speeds posted along our roads in PA. They include advisory
speeds, statutory speed limits, and non-statutory speed limits.
Advisory speeds are posted as a warning to drivers for curves and other hazards. They are
typically black letters with a yellow background, and are not enforceable. The development
of the speeds should be based on a study. Refer to LTAP Curves class.
Statutory speeds are those codified in state law for specific conditions. This signs are
regulatory, and are black letters with a white background. In PA, we have 2 common
statutory speed limits, once for urban areas and one for residential areas. These are
regulatory and enforceable.
Non-statutory speeds are those set for roadways that do not meet the statutory conditions. A
speed study must be conducted to establish the appropriate speed limit.
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Part 1: Speeding Issues: Speed and Safety

How does speed affect safety?

Speed is a critical factor in safety.
Car occupants—higher speed = more chance for serious injuries.
Pedestrians—higher speed = more chance for death
Bikes—higher speed = more chance for death
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The faster you go,
the less you see.

Also note that with the way see, the faster we go the more narrow are vision becomes
(tunnel vision). We typically see 10 degrees horizontally. So at 20 MPH we may see a
pedestrian on the side of the road, but at 40 MPH we do not see them.
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Part 1: Speeding Issues: Speed and Safety

Speeding related fatalities and crashes are most common on LOCAL roads.
PA is also one of the worst states for speeding related crashes.
Source: https://crashstats.nhtsa.dot.gov/Api/Public/ViewPublication/812265
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Part 1: Speeding Issues: Myths and Facts

Myths and Facts about Speeding

The following slides present some common facts/myths about speeding. Can you get them
right?
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Part 1: Speeding Issues: Myths and Facts

Reducing the posted speed limit will
reduce the speed of traffic.
– TRUE or FALSE?

FALSE.
Reducing the speed limit will not reduce the speed of traffic. Drivers travel at speeds they
feel comfortable at on the road, given the conditions of the road. These roadway conditions
(lane width, parked cars, geometry, pavement quality, etc.) affect the speed more than the
sign.
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Part 1: Speeding Issues: Myths and Facts

Traffic safety improves when motorists
are traveling at similar speeds.
– TRUE or FALSE?

TRUE.
The less speed differential between vehicles, the more safe a roadway is. Consider an
Interstate, such as I-80, with hills. When the trucks slow going up the hills, and cars still travel
at higher speeds, there is congestion, rapid lane changing, and other maneuvers that impact
safety.
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Part 1: Speeding Issues: Myths and Facts

Stop Signs are an effective form of
speed control.
– TRUE or FALSE?

FALSE.
Unwarranted STOP signs do not control speeds and can create other safety issues.
The MUTCD also prohibits the use of STOP signs for speed control.
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Part 1: Speeding Issues: Myths and Facts

The posted speed limit is always safe
to drive.
– TRUE or FALSE?

FALSE.
We must always drive a reasonable and prudent speed, given the conditions of the roadway.

§ 3361. Driving vehicle at safe speed.
No person shall drive a vehicle at a speed greater than is reasonable and prudent
under the conditions and having regard to the actual and potential hazards then
existing, nor at a speed greater than will permit the driver to bring his vehicle to a
stop within the assured clear distance ahead. Consistent with the foregoing, every
person shall drive at a safe and appropriate speed when approaching and crossing an
intersection or railroad grade crossing, when approaching and going around a curve,
when approaching a hill crest, when traveling upon any narrow or winding roadway
and when special hazards exist with respect to pedestrians or other traffic or by
reason of weather or highway conditions.
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Part 1: Speeding Issues: Myths and Facts

People will drive at a speed they feel
comfortable, given the conditions of
the road.
– TRUE or FALSE?

TRUE.
Studies show that drivers respond to the physical environment of the road to select
appropriate speeds. Travel lane width, geometry (curves, hills, etc.), the roadside, pavement
condition, and other factors affect speed.
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Part 1: Speeding Issues: Myths and Facts

Unreasonable traffic regulations will be
generally ignored by motorists.
– TRUE or FALSE?

TRUE
Whether a speed limit is set too low, or an unwarranted STOP sign, motorists will ignore the
signs that are unreasonable.
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Part 1: Speeding Issues: Summary

What do we know?
Vehicles can travel safely at high speeds on certain roads (Interstates)
Speed is cited as a causal factor in most crashes
High speeds are not appropriate on many roads
Appropriate speed limits improve safety and operations
Signs by themselves cannot resolve speeding issues
Roadway design is often not appropriate for sensitive areas
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PART 2. SPEED LIMITS

SPEED LIMITS

Part 2 will discuss speed limits, including studies and posting.
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Part 2: Speed Limits: State Routes

PennDOT is responsible for studying and setting speed limits on state routes. Also note that a
state route can be exempt from a residence district.
If you have a concern about speed on a SR, please contact your Municipal Service Rep or
district office. If there is not a recent study, or there has been a traffic change, they may
conduct a new study.
Also remember that there are specific maintenance requirements for speed limit signs on
SR’s. If the speed limit is 40 MPH and above, PennDOT will maintain the signs. If the posted
speed is 35 MPH or below, you are responsible for the signs.
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Part 2: Speed Limits: Local Roads

Municipalities are given the authority to establish speed limits in local road, via Title 75,
Section 6109. A study and ordinance are required. For statutory speed limits, a formal study
is not required.
6109. Specific powers of department and local authorities.
(a) Enumeration of police powers.--The provisions of this title shall not be deemed to
prevent the department on State-designated highways and local authorities on streets or
highways within their physical boundaries from the reasonable exercise of their police
powers. The following are presumed to be reasonable exercises of police power:
(10) Altering or establishing speed limits as authorized in Subchapter F of Chapter 33
(relating to speed restrictions).
b) Action by local authorities.--Action taken by local authorities under this section shall be:
(1) by ordinance of the local governing body; or
(2) by a commission or public official authorized to act on specified matters.
(c) When traffic-control devices required.--No regulation or ordinance enacted under
subsection (a)(1), (4), (5), (6), (7), (9), (10), (11), (12), (13), (14), (15), (16) or (21) shall be
effective until official traffic-control devices giving notice of the traffic regulations or
ordinances are erected upon or at the entrances to the highway or part thereof affected as
may be most appropriate.
(d) Prior approval by department.--Notwithstanding the provisions of subsection (a), the
department may require local authorities to obtain department approval in advance of
regulating traffic on State-designated highways within their physical boundaries.
(e) Engineering and traffic investigation required.--Action by local authorities under this
section shall be taken only after completing an engineering and traffic investigation when
and in such manner as required by regulations promulgated by the department. No
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engineering and traffic investigation is required to establish a speed limit under section
3362(a)(1.2) (relating to maximum speed limits) or to restrict the operation of vehicles under
the Surface Transportation Assistance Act of 1982 (Public Law 97-424, 96 Stat. 2097) beyond
the access limitations prescribed under 23 CFR 658.19 (relating to reasonable access).
6102. Powers and duties of department and local authorities.
(a) Department.--The department is charged with the duty of administering the provisions of
this title and of all laws the administration of which is now or hereafter vested in the
department.
(b) Local authorities.--Local authorities may exercise the powers granted in this chapter only
by duly enacted ordinances of their governing bodies.
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Part 2: Speed Limits: Current Laws

Title 75, Sections 3361,
3362, and 3363

Title 75 Pa C.S.
3361. Driving vehicle at safe speed.
No person shall drive a vehicle at a speed greater than is reasonable and prudent under the
conditions and having regard to the actual and potential hazards then existing, nor at a speed
greater than will permit the driver to bring his vehicle to a stop within the assured clear
distance ahead. Consistent with the foregoing, every person shall drive at a safe and
appropriate speed when approaching and crossing an intersection or railroad grade crossing,
when approaching and going around a curve, when approaching a hill crest, when traveling
upon any narrow or winding roadway and when special hazards exist with respect to
pedestrians or other traffic or by reason of weather or highway conditions.
If a road is not posted, what is the maximum enforceable speed limit? 55 MPH.
Does that mean you can drive 55 MPH on the road? NO! You always have to drive at a
reasonable and prudent speed given the conditions of a roadway.
§ 3362. Maximum speed limits.
(a) General rule.--Except when a special hazard exists that requires lower speed for
compliance with section 3361 (relating to driving vehicle at safe speed), the limits specified in
this section or established under this subchapter shall be maximum lawful speeds and no
person shall drive a vehicle at a speed in excess of the following maximum limits:
(1) 35 miles per hour in any urban district.
(1.1) 65 miles per hour or 70 miles per hour for all vehicles on freeways where the
department has posted a 65-miles-per-hour or 70-miles-per-hour speed limit.
(1.2) 25 miles per hour in a residence district if the highway:
(i) is not a numbered traffic route; and
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(ii) is functionally classified by the department as a local highway.
(2) 55 miles per hour in other locations.
(3) Any other maximum speed limit established under this subchapter.
(b) Posting of speed limit.-(1) No maximum speed limit established under subsection (a)(1), (1.2) or (3) shall be
effective unless posted on fixed or variable official traffic-control devices erected in
accordance with regulations adopted by the department which regulations shall require
posting at the beginning and end of each speed zone and at intervals not greater than onehalf mile.
(2) No maximum speed limit established under subsection (a)(1.1) shall be effective unless
posted on fixed or variable official traffic-control devices erected after each interchange on
the portion of highway on which the speed limit is in effect and wherever else the
department shall determine.
§ 3363. Alteration of maximum limits.
On highways under their respective jurisdictions, local authorities subject to section 6109(e)
(relating to specific powers of department and local authorities) or the department, upon the
basis of an engineering and traffic investigation, may determine that the maximum speed
permitted under this subchapter is greater or less than is reasonable and safe under the
conditions found to exist upon any such highway or part thereof and establish a reasonable
and safe maximum limit.
The maximum speed limit may be made effective at all times or at times indicated and may
vary for different weather conditions and other factors bearing on safe speeds. No maximum
speed greater than 55 miles per hour shall be established under this section except on
highways listed in section 3362(a)(1.1) (relating to maximum speed limits), where the
maximum speed for all vehicles shall not be greater than 70 miles per hour.
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Part 2: Speed Limits: Residence District

Residence district example.
Territory contiguous to and including a highway not comprising a business district when the
property on the highway is in the main improved with residences or residences and buildings
in use for business, 150’ of frontage on one or both sides of the highway within every 300’
section of highway
(The Vehicle Code ((Title 75)), Part 1, Chapter 1, Section 102)
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Part 2: Speed Limits: Study Requirements

Title 67, Section 212.108:
• Speed limits are
determined by
– 85th percentile speed
or
– Safe-running speed

Other resources:
• Pub 46
• FHWA USLimits2 program
• TE Form 101

Review Section 212.108.
Title 67 Appendix
§ 212.108. Speed limits.
(a) General. This section applies to maximum speed limits established according to 75
Pa.C.S. § § 3362 and 3363 (relating to maximum speed limits; and alteration of maximum
limits). Engineering and traffic studies are not required for statutory speed limits, but
documentation should be on file for urban districts and residence districts to show that the
requirements defined in the Vehicle Code are satisfied.
(b) Engineering and traffic studies. Speed limits established in accordance with 75 Pa.C.S.
§ 3363 may be established in multiples of 5 miles per hour up to the maximum lawful speed.
The speed limit should be within 5 miles per hour of the average 85th percentile speed or the
safe-running speed on the section of highway, except the speed limit may be reduced up to
10 miles per hour below either of these values if one or more of the following conditions are
satisfied: …
ITE Manual for traffic studies
PennDOT Publication 46, Traffic Engineering Handbook
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Part 2: Speed Limits: Form TE-101

TE 101 Form (handout).
Review all the sections of the form with the class.
Although not required to use these forms, it is recommended!
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Part 2: Speed Limits: Spot Speeds

Instantaneous
measurement of
speed by an
electronic device
Used to
determine the
85th Percentile
speed and other
speed values

Spot Speed- the instantaneous measure of travel speeds at a specific location by an
electronic device over a relatively short section of roadway.
A “snap shot” of a vehicles speed.
Spot speeds are used in obtaining the 85th percentile speed.
Radar and tube counters are two common methods for measuring spot speed.

Some guidelines to consider when doing spot speed studies (from PennDOT Pub 212
Appendix):
In Urban areas:
• do studies at 1/2 mile intervals
• complete a new study any time roadway features or traffic conditions undergo change
• do only at midblock locations, drivers slowing or accelerating at intersections will affect
the 85th percentile speed
In Rural areas:
• do studies at 2 mile intervals
• do studies on only tangent (straight) sections of the roadway
Guidelines for spot speed studies continued:
General guidelines:
• must have at least 100 observations (50 on low volume roadways)
• randomly select all vehicles in the study
• make the percentage of trucks in the study equal the percentage of trucks on the road
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•
•
•
•

avoid high speed vehicles
do study during non-peak periods
do study during good weather conditions
do not use a police cruiser , use an unmarked state car so drivers do not go artificially slow
to avoid getting a speeding ticket
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Part 2: Speed Limits: 85th Percentile Speed

A chart that shows the calculation of the 85th percentile speed.
Why is the 85th percentile speed used to set speed limits?
First, most people don’t drive according to the posted speed limit, but account for the visual
aspects of the road and a ‘feel’ for the road. The visual factors that influence speeds can
include:
1. Lane and shoulder configurations and widths
2. Presence of vertical and horizontal curves
3. Sight distance and obstructions
4. Presence of surrounding developments to the roadway
As shown in the figure, the 85th percentile speed of this roadway segment is roughly 62 MPH
(blue line). Using this as the base point, the percent of vehicles traveling up to 5 MPH over
and under this speed limit were also checked (yellow lines). As the figure shows, only 23% of
the total vehicles on the road were traveling less than 5 MPH below the 85th percentile
speed, while less than 2% of vehicles were traveling more than 5 MPH over the
85th percentile speed limit. This means that roughly 75% of vehicles on the road were
traveling within 5 MPH of the 85th Percentile Speed.
This is why the 85th percentile speed is such a large consideration when determining speed
limits. If the speed limit is set to the 85th percentile speed, we know that 85 percent of
drivers will be driving at or below the speed limit, and that a majority of vehicles will be
driving within 5 MPH of the speed limit (75% in our example).
This uniformity of vehicle speeds increases safety and reduces the risks for vehicle collisions.
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When vehicles deviate from a standard speed, either faster or slower, the potential for
accidents increase, whether caused by a slow car in a rear end collision or a fast car
completing lane changes to maneuver through slower traffic. By setting the speed limit to the
85th percentile speed this uniformity is achieved and safety is increased.
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Part 2: Speed Limits: Safe Running Speeds

Determined by taking a
minimum of 5 test runs in
each direction
Average value of test
speeds
Assumes a “reasonable
and prudent” driver
Useful for rural roads

Safe running speed is defined in PennDOT Pub 212, Appendix.
(iii) Safe-running speed. The safe-running speed for a portion of a highway is determined by
making a minimum of five test runs in each direction and periodically recording the running
speed at different locations while driving at a speed which is reasonable and prudent
considering the spacing of intersections, roadside development, sight distance, and so forth.
The safe-running speed for a section of highway is the average test run speed.

This safe running speed study is good for more suburban and rural roads.
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Part 2: Speed Limits: USLIMTS2

USLIMITS2 is a proven safety countermeasure from FHWA
https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/uslimits/
U.S. Department of Transportation
Federal Highway Administration
FHWA-SA-17-070
USLIMITS2
USLIMITS2 helps practitioners assess and establish safe, reasonable, and consistent speed
limits
USLIMITS21 is a free, web-based tool designed to help practitioners assess and establish safe,
reasonable, and consistent speed limits for specific segments of roadway. It is applicable to
all types of facilities, from rural and local roads and residential streets to urban freeways.
USLIMITS2 supports customary engineering studies2 used to determine appropriate speed
limits. These studies typically include evaluating criteria such as 85th percentile speed, traffic
volumes, roadway type, roadway setting, number of access points, crash history,
pedestrian/bicyclist activity, etc. Similarly, USLIMITS2 produces an unbiased and objective
suggested speed limit value based on 50th and 85th percentile speeds, traffic volume,
roadway characteristics, and crash data.
Traffic engineers often communicate with the public, community leaders, and government
officials to explain the methodology behind setting speed limits. USLIMITS2 provides an
objective second opinion and helps support these speed limit decisions. USLIMITS2 augments
the credibility of engineering speed studies, helping to address concerns from local
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government officials and private citizens when speed limits are adjusted.
To begin using USLIMITS2, users create a new project or upload an existing project file for
revisions or updates through the online tool. The website contains the user guide,
information on the toolâ€™s decision logic and related research, and frequently asked
questions.
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Part 2: Speed Limits: Posting Signs

Title 67, Chapter 212,
Section 212.108:

– On right side of the
road
– ½ mile spacing
– New speed limit
posted within 200 feet
of an intersection
– If more than a 10
MPH change, warning
signs must be used
– Installation details
Pub 111

Title 67, 212.108
(e) Posting of speed limits. A Speed Limit Sign (R2-1) or variable speed limit sign showing the
maximum speed limit shall be placed on the right side of the highway at the beginning of
each numerical change in the speed limit, but an additional sign may also be installed on the
left side of the highway. If the new speed limit begins at an intersection, the first sign should
be installed within 200 feet beyond the intersection. The placement of this sign must satisfy
both the requirement to post the beginning of the new speed limit and the requirement to
post the end of the previous speed limit. Additional requirements for posting are as follows:
(1) Speed limits of 50 miles per hour or less shall be posted as follows:
(i) A Reduced Speed (____) Ahead Sign (R2-5), or a Speed Reduction Sign (W3-5), shall
be placed on the right side of the highway 500 to 1,000 feet before the beginning of every
speed reduction unless one of the following applies:
(A) The speed reduction is 10 miles per hour or less.
(B) The speed reduction begins at an intersection and all traffic entering the
roadway with the speed reduction has to either stop at a Stop Sign (R1-1) or make a turn.
(C) The new speed limit is posted on variable speed limit signs.
(ii) Speed Limit Signs (R2-1) or a variable speed limit sign showing the maximum speed
shall be placed on the right side of the highway at the beginning of the speed limit and at
intervals not greater than 1/2 mile throughout the area with the speed limit.
(iii) The end of a speed limit is typically identified by the placement of a sign indicating
a new speed limit, but the End Plaque (R2-10) may be placed above a Speed Limit Sign (R2-1)
at the end of the zone if the appropriate speed limit is not known on the following section of
roadway.
(2) On freeways, a Speed Limit Sign (R2-1) shall be installed after each interchange unless
insufficient space exists for the signs.
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The speed limit signs must meet all the normal posting requirements, for height, offset, and
breakaway post. Also must meet retroreflectivity requirements.
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Part 2: Speed Limits: Common Questions

Can you post a road with a different speed limit number? No, must be multiples of 5 MPH
per 212.108.
Can you post a road with a speed limit lower than 25 MPH? Yes, if the study warrants the
lower speed (for example, in an alley).
How often can speed limits change? You can post appropriate speed limits for different
segments of a roadway (we have an example of one such road later in class). However, if the
speed limit changes to frequently, it can be confusing to motorists.
Why is the speed limit going out of town higher than going in? Rural roadways with less
parked vehicles, pedestrians, and more lane width can have higher speeds. Statutory limits
may also apply.
Can we have speed traps in PA? Not if you follow the laws in Title 75. Each speed limit has to
have a study to show its appropriate, or meet a statutory condition.
Is automated enforcement of speed limits allowed in PA? Not per the current laws. Some
other states do allow it.
Who can do the speed limit studies? Per Title 67, Chapter 212, Section 212.4: (b) New
restrictions. Except as noted in §§ 212.109 and 212.117 (relating to bridge speed limits; and
weight, size and load restrictions), engineering and traffic studies can be performed by police
officers, roadmasters, maintenance supervisors or traffic technicians.
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Does a road have to have a posted speed limit? No, and then the maximum state speed limit
of 55 MPH applies.
Any other questions from the class?
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Part 2: Speed Limits: Study Resources

– Pub 46, Traffic
Engineering Manual

– Title 67, Chapter 212,
Section 212.108

– Pub 111, Traffic
Control and Signing
Standards

– Title 75, Sections
3361, 3362, 3363,
6109

– Pub 236, Handbook
of Approved Signs

– MUTCD Sections
2B.13 and 2B.18

A list of speed limit resource.
If you take the LTAP class, there will be a course handout that contains all of this relevant
information!
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PART 3. SPEED
MANAGEMENT

SPEED MANAGEMENT
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Part 3: Speed Management

Systematically Address:
• Speeding on neighborhood
streets
• Speeding in sensitive areas
• Safety concerns related to
speed
• Proper speed limit postings
• Controlled enforcement
• Public support/outreach

What is speed management?
Speed management is a plan to systematically address speed limits and speeding issues in
your community.
Systematically Address:
Speeding on neighborhood streets
Speeding in sensitive areas
Safety concerns related to speed
Proper speed limit postings
Controlled enforcement
Public support/outreach
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Part 3: Speed Management

FHWA Resources:
Speed Management:
A Guide for Local
Rural Road Owners
Speed Management
Action Plan Template
Speed Management
Tool Kit

There are several important resources for speed management, including:
FHWA – Speed Management: A Manual for Local Road Owners
Abstract In 2010, 35 percent of the 30,196 fatal crashes on U.S. roadways occurred on local
rural roads, with nearly one-third (3,427) of these involving speeding. This document is
intended to provide local road practitioners with information on how to address speedingrelated crashes through the implementation of a comprehensive Speed Management
Program. An effective program addresses all factors that influence speeding through
engineering, enforcement, education, and emergency services—known as the four Es of
safety.
https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/local_rural/training/fhwasa010413spmgmt/speedmanagementg
uide.pdf
FHWA Speed Management Action Plan Template
Purpose: This Model Plan template is part of the Jurisdiction Speed Management Action Plan
Development Package. This template was developed to provide a framework for State and
local agencies to use in developing speed management safety action plans. The plan template
provides guidance but allows the user to develop tailored actions, safety goals and a plan for
countermeasures implementation through a systematic process, as well as to address larger
speed management issues that often limit program effectiveness and durability.
https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/speedmgt/ref_mats/docs/fhwa_speedmanagactionplantemplate
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_final.pdf
FHWA – Speed Management Toolkit
This package of speed management resources was developed from the most relevant and upto-date existing speed management
guides, informational resources, and research evidence. There are three main types of
content.
• The first section, an Annotated Bibliography provides a descriptive list of key speed
management resources.
• The second section describes crash- and speed-reducing countermeasures and the effects
that might be expected for implementing the listed treatments.
• The third section provides tip sheets for communications experts and others involved in
supporting the speed management program and countermeasures through education and
awareness efforts.
https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/speedmgt/ref_mats/docs/speedmanagementtoolkit_final.pdf
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Part 3: Speed Management

Why is speed management
important?

Reduction in travel speeds
• Increases the availability of time
to recognize and respond to
hazards.
• Reduces the distance travelled
while responding to hazards.
• Improves control of the vehicle.

Speed management programs specifically focus on reducing travel speeds. Lower speeds
provide ample time to drivers to react and avoid a collision. This reduces the probability of
crashes thereby, increasing the safety as discussed before.
A speed management program becomes successful when it encompasses the 4 E’s:
• Engineering - to establish the speed limits and design roads or implement measures to
produce desired speed.
• Enforcement by law – to make the drivers compliant with the posted speed limits.
• Education – to try and bring a change in the behavior of drivers by increasing awareness
on the adverse effects of speeding.
• Emergency response services – to respond quickly and efficiently in order to reduce the
severity of crashes.
Reference:
NHI Speed management training-Participant workbook
Speed management: a road safety manual for decision-makers and practitioners. Geneva,
Global Road Safety Partnership, 2008.

Reference:
Speed management: a road safety manual for decision-makers and practitioners. Geneva,
Global Road Safety Partnership, 2008.
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Part 3: Speed Management: Complaints

Typical steps:
1. Identifying speeding issues
2. Identifying appropriate
countermeasures
3. Implementing the
countermeasures
4. Evaluating effectiveness of
the applied
countermeasures.

Reference:
NHI Speed management training-Participant workbook
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Part 3: Speed Management: Complaints

Speeding issues can be
identified from different
sources:
•
•
•
•
•

Crash data
Road conditions
Citation history
Partner agencies
Citizen conditions

Speeding is defined as
exceeding posted speed
limits or driving too fast for
conditions.

Reference:
Speed Management: A Manual for Local Rural Road Owners. USDOT, 2012.
NHI Speed management training-Participant workbook
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Part 3: Speed Management: Complaints

1. Conduct a speed study
2. Determine if there is a
speeding problem or not
a) If no speeding problem,
inform the complainant
b) If there is a speeding
problem, continue

To resolve speeding complaints, first conduct a speed study to verify the complaint.
1.

Determine if there is a speeding problem or not
a)
If no speeding problem, inform the complainant
b)
If there is a speeding problem, continue
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Part 3: Speed Management: Complaints

This is an example of a wide neighborhood street. The street is 40 feet wide—2 12 foot
travel lanes, a 2 8 foot parking lanes. The road is also the spine of the neighborhood—so all
the homes in the neighborhood must use the street to get in/out. The road is posted at 25
MPH.
The speed study showed the 50th percentile speed is 29.4 MPH, and the 85th percentile speed
is 35.5 MPH. Is this a speeding problem? Why?

How can it be addressed?
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Part 3: Speed Management: Complaints

This is an example of a narrow neighborhood street. The street is 28 feet wide—with parking
on both sides. This does not allow for two cars to pass, if cars are parked on both sides.
The speed study showed the 50th percentile speed is 20.1 MPH, and the 85th percentile speed
is 25 MPH. Is this a speeding problem?
What could be the problem? The volume for the roadway was actually high for a residential
street—over 1,500 vehicles per day. Traffic was cutting through to avoid a busier
intersection.
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Part 3: Speed Management: Complaints

If there is a speeding problem,
consider:
1. Enforcement
2. Speed feedback sign
3. Posting speed limits (or
additional signs/markings)
4. Traffic calming
5. Education/outreach

If there is a speeding problem, consider:
1.
Enforcement
2.
Speed feedback sign
3.
Posting speed limits (or additional signs/markings)
4.
Traffic calming
5.
Education/outreach
Speeding complaints are one of the most common that are heard by townships and
boroughs. They often occur on neighborhood streets, sensitive areas (parks, schools,
playgrounds), and in downtown areas.
If you receive a complaint, it is important to directly address the complaint. Ignoring the
complain can have negative consequences.
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Part 3: Speed Management: Enforcement

Use targeted enforcement based on speed study data.
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Part 3: Speed Management: Speed Feedback Devices

Remember, only use PennDOT approved devices. Those approved devices are listed in
Bulletin 15 (Pub 35).
The device on the left is not approved, and could be hazardous.
The device on the right is on Theater Drive in Richland Twp, Cambria County. The District
loaned the speed trailer to the Twp.
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Part 3: Speed Management: Supplemental Devices

You can try to add extra signs and markings to reinforce speed limits.
Make sure to use approved signs, markings, and deivces.
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Part 3: Speed Management: Traffic Calming

Information from ITE’s Guidelines for the Design and Application of Speed Humps
and from PENNDOT’s Publication 383, Traffic Calming Handbook
Traffic calming involves placing vertical and horizontal deflection devices in the
roadway to control speed.
There is an LTAP class on traffic calming. Make sure to create a policy first! Follow
Pub 383.
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Part 3: Speed Management: Education

NHTSA speed enforcement campaigns
Along with media materials such as op-ed articles, letters-to-the-editor, news releases, and
fact sheets, the website makes available tv spots, radio spots, billboards, and posters.
NHTSA has a toolkit for developing speed management campaigns.
https://icsw.nhtsa.gov/newtsm/tk-speeding/
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Part 3: Speed Management: Conclusion

• Follow standards
• Step back and check
the sign
Dothrough
it Right!
• Drive
the curve
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Speed Limits and Speed Management
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